
   
 

 
 

 
Questions you may have (27 May 2020) 

 
 
Q.1. If I position my superstructure forward of the main fire bulkhead, do I still have to 
incorporate both air-conditioning units shown against that deck? 
A.1. The need for dual air-con units is to keep each side of the fireproof bulkhead isolated and prevent fire 
spreading through the ducting. If on a particular deck, all your superstructure lies on one side of the bulkhead 
you need only incorporate a single air-con unit. Otherwise you must use both, one either side of the fire bulkhead. 
It goes without saying that you need not position an a/c unit on the open deck. 
 
 
Q.2. Does there have to be a 1-mètre passageway between a tender and a bulkhead as well as 
between tenders? 
A.2. Yes, one-metre access space is needed for each tender’s port and starboard sides and also at its stern. 
 
 
Q.3. Is it a requirement that the rescue boat is stored in a garage? 
A.3. There is no requirement to stow the tender in a garage but you should consider that this yacht will operate 
in hostile environments and should be protected from the elements to ensure its serviceability. For your interest, 
a SOLAS rescue boat should have a LOA of between 3.8-mètres and 8.5-mètres and its stowage should permit a 
maximum of 5-minutes between the start and completion of the launch. 
 
 
Q.4. I understand the hatched red as fixed areas. Apart from that do we need to show the doors 
to the engine room to show the access points? Are we allowed to place a passageway through the 
hatched red? for crew only? 
A.4. The red hatched areas cannot be moved or used in your design. Your design should, however, show the entry 
points and escape routes that you propose. You are not permitted to place a crew passageway through the red 
hatched areas. 
 
 
Q.5. For the hatched Green shapes on each Deck. Are we allowed to break the shape area into 
smaller sections and join the area with an atrium? To create an individual private interior space? 
As long as I respected the maximum area and size that is written in green on the hull 
drawings. Or does the joining of interior spaces included in the maximum area size? 
A.5. The hatched green shapes are merely indications of the maximum area that can be enclosed on each deck. 
They may be changed in shape and position to suit your design. Your proposal to create smaller sections joined 
by an atrium is quite acceptable providing your total enclosed area on each deck does not exceed that of the 
hatched green shape shown on the same deck. 
 
 
Q. 6. On the profile drawing, on the 'Lower deck' do you think it's feasible to place a well-dock on 
the stern, and does that affect the helicopter's solid landing pad?  
A.6. This hull design is engineered by Oceanco to permit a dock in the yacht’s stern at lower deck level in addition 
to a helicopter landing pad directly above it on the main deck. 
 


